
Made of steel, aluminium and
polyethylene thickness 20mm, 100%

recyclable.
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Exclusive fun merry-go-round in the form of a coloured flower. It comes with a large
rotating platform with fixed handles to create different play situations for the bigger
and maximum safety for smaller children. With one foot on the platform and one on
the ground kids can push the playground (skateboard movement), bigger kids can
also run around pushing and then jump onto it. Who sits on the central flower is
enjoying the centrifugal movement. The chassis is made of hot galvanized steel and
varnished. The seat is in PE, the platform with anti-slip surface. Given the quality
and strength of the materials used, this playground does not require mantaincance.
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PPLLAAYY  FFOORR  AALLLL

IINNCCLLUUSSIIVVEE  AACCTTIIVVIITTYY::
The carousel is one of the most popular dynamic
playgorunds for children. The exhilarating feeling of
speed can be an extraordinary experience for those
forced to move a little.
The carousel includes a longer seat, equipped with a
handle - back that facilitates access and parking for users
with reduced mobility, thus allowing inclusive gaming
situations.

PPLLAAYY  FFOORR  AALLLL

Accessibilty Index 8800%%

PPLLAAYY FFOORR AALLLL is the european project of the CEN (European
Committee for Standardization) and the FEPI (Federation of the European
Play Industry) where Legnolandia is active component. The aim is to
integrate the inclusive accessibility parameters to the general safety
standards of playgrounds EN 1176.
The guidelines that emerge from this project are already being applied to
Legnolandia's production. Like this we create playgrounds that can be
used by everybody together in an inclusive way, independently from
physical and mental capacities. and wherever possible without any
necessary external help.

 

 

 

  

 

     


